
South Eastern Pyrenean Mountain Dog Club 

05/04/2015 Championship Show: 
 
Thank you to the Committee for the invitation to judge at their club show, I thoroughly enjoyed the 
hospitality, the atmosphere and the quality of the dogs, the sporting way the exhibitors accepted the 
decisions and the enjoyable time in the ring we had. Unfortunately the large outside ring, which was 
great for the dogs, had longer grass than some of the handlers could cope with, so not quite getting 
the best performance out of their exhibits. I had some very close and interesting decisions to make 
amongst the classes and line ups, with the Puppy dog taking all before him today with an excellent 
performance from him and his handler, especially on the move, covering the ground with his powerful 
stride, balance of outline and the alert circular tail set required when moving. This young star should 
have a great future.  
PD (5,2) 1 Belshanmish Orange Crush. Exciting, Powerful youngster of excellent type, he has the build 
and overall shape, he is balanced in body with a beautiful head, skull to strong muzzle with the gentle 
slope through the stop, he attracts in eye, strong jaw and a well set ear. He impressed through his 
frame top line and tail set, on the move he was the star of the day coping with the grass and ground 
to show that easy strong and powerful stride carrying the tail in a wheel, showing his alertness and 
readiness for action, very impressive to take the honours today, Dog CC, Best in Show and Best Puppy 
in Show. 2 Belshanmish Evergreen. Solidly built brother of 1, similar in size and shape, he's good 
through skull, muzzle, ear and eye, caries strong bone with the build in body coming through, I liked 
him on the move with the stylish easy action, time on his side with more development in body as you 
would expect. 3 Bursville Summer Knight.  
JD (3,2) 1 Granchester Imoulou. Good outline with balanced head proportions, skull to muzzle, he has 
the body and chest developing well with strong rear quarters, he has the height of leg and moves 
really easily with the true rear action. Lots of promise here with his developement.  
UGD (2,1) 1 Amandjena Conway Orlando. Strong boy with the balance and strength, good head with 
wedge and parallels, good front and shoulder angles, he has the strength through his body would 
prefer slightly better rear angles, but he moved with the power and purpose required good coat cover 
and well handled.  
GD (3) 1 Amandjena Conway Orlando. 2 Shanlimore Lucky Spirit. This boy has the overall balance of 
height and shape, with filling to come in body and top line, strong head, good shoulder and front, 
moved well on side action, time on his side to mature and strengthen. 3 Granchester Imoulou.  
PGD (7) 1 Desalazara Monza. Impressive boy who pleases in shape with the balance, power and angles, 
typical head of good proportions, slight stop, strongly built through his body with a  good chest and 
strong rear quarters, he has a good combination of strength and elegance, he was moving well over 
the ground to win then the class. 2 Pyrbern Blond Defender At Bursville. Good overall powerful dog, 
carries a lovely balance through his frame, he has the head type, with more work to come in width of 
skull, good bone with good leg and width of top line, he has strong muscled rear quarters and moves 
on side gait, just front to tidy on the move. 3 Amandjena Conway Orlando. Res Kricarno Kookie. VHC 
Pyrbern Blond Lynx.  
LD (7) 1 Kricarno Karrizzmatick. Loved the shape balance and overall outline on this lad, he attracts in 
head type, skull and strong muzzle, he's well built through neck front chest and body with a strongly 
muscled rear end. He carries a good coat and moved with an elegant style easily covering the ground 
to win this class and was Close up in the final decision in the dog challenge. 2 Sketrick Lupo. Strong 
head type with good muzzle and jaw, this boy has the power in neck top line and rear end, He has the 
height, angles and deep chest, he is balanced with a good coat cover, he moved with the action when 
he wanted, doing enough to take this spot in a good class. 3 Pyrpressures's My American Dream At 
Belshanmish (Imp. USA). Impressive lad with a beautiful head and strong rear end, more to come in 
chest, body coat and top line as he matures, great mover over the ground. Res Fontenay Newton 
Wonder. VHC Pyrbern Blond Lynx.  



OD (7,4) 1 Ch. Charibere Simply Special At Chezanna JW ShCM. Strong powerful well set up dog, good 
head proportions, slightly deeper in skull, but having the strength and power of jaw,  he carries a good 
depth of chest, straight front, strong body and substance, coat ok, he was well handled to take a very 
close decision in the class but losing out in the challenge to the enthusiastic youngster on the move. 
Res Dog CC. 2 FR/SW. Ch. Vi'skaly's Harry Honda At Kington (Swe. Imp.). Typical head of power and 
elegance greet you on this quality dog, he has the skull muzzle and jaw, a dark eye and is balanced in 
neck, front, shoulder and angles,  he has the build in rear quarters, with good coat cover, moving well 
over the grass, but not quite the rear drive of 1 today. 3 NL/INT. Ch. Gucci Du Val De Pyrene. Strongly 
boned of a heavier build, he has a head and body of typical shape, good height and strong rear, but 
sadly not moving with the action required today, good coat cover to protect in the mountains.  
VD (1) 1 Sketrick Illustrious. This powerful strong lad has the head balance, good muzzle, strong jaw, 
eye and ear set, he has the build in front, shoulder, chest, rib and width of loin, good angle at the rear 
and tail set, could be better on the move but a super example.  
VB (3,1) 1 Sketrick Innocence. A Beautiful balanced head greets you on this typical strong powerful 
girl, she has the skull width and muzzle length, dark eye and gentle stop, she flows through the neck, 
top line and rear end, good chest depth, front and width of rear quarters, she moved easily and freely 
to take the class and Bitch CC in a closely fought challenge. 2 Alchazandis Foxminty Bear At Pyrbern. 
Lovely girl, has the body shape but not quite the height, good head length and strong muzzle, she's 
good through her body shape and strong rear end, has the coat cover and moved ok.  
MPB (2) 1 Montimur Sweet Emotion At Chezanna. Solid youngster with head, neck, front, chest depth 
and well made rear end, she has good bone and lots of promise, needs time to balance and grow but 
has all the elements to progress, nice mover to take the class. 2 Pyrpressures's My American Charm 
At Belshanmish (Imp. USA). Stunning young girl standing, I loved the head with the wedge shape and 
skull, dark eye and set ear, she is growing well in body with the balance and shape, she's strong on 
rear quarters with a lovely outline, sadly not the movement today, but with work should be a star.  
PB (5,1) 1 Bursville Summer Zizana With Zalute. Quality young puppy, attracts in head proportions 
skull balance and muzzle length, in balance with a well made body, good bone, neck, chest, rib and 
top, strong rear quarters give her the power to drive the back end on the move, good action and well 
handled to take the class and Best Puppy Bitch. 2 Belshanmish Lady In Red. Pleasing for type and has 
the overall shape, good balance through her attractive head, skull and jaw, she has the solid rear end, 
well muscled and giving her the motion, more to come to as she grows and developers, one to watch. 
3 Bursville Summer Fleur Via Shanlimore. Res Kalkasi Dream Chaser.  
JB (3) 1 Bursville Summer Zizana With Zalute. 2 Lisjovia Spirit Of The Wind At Belshanmish. Lovely type 
in great condition of coat, she has the head length, a strength of jaw, she's good through front,neck 
top line and rear, needs to balance in chest and body length as she grows, moves well on a solid rear 
quarters when she wanted, but overall lots of promise. 3 Kalkasi Dream Chaser.  
NB (4,2) 1 Bursville Summer Fleur Via Shanlimore. Strong girl with the head length, as a puppy going 
through the growth stage, strong top line and rear quarters, moved with more purpose in this class, 
good coat cover. 2 Kalkasi Dream Chaser. I liked the head balance and proportions, good skull and 
muzzle, she has a good front, chest and body, has the rear build with good width of quarters, not the 
movement in the previous classes but an improved performance this time.  
UGB (2) 1 Desalazara Valencia. Impressive with a good outline and shape she's balanced and growing 
well, good head type with the ratios, attracts in eye and ear set, strong rear quarters, body building 
with more to come in chest depth and coat cover, going well on the move, one to watch. 2 Kalkasi 
Dream Chaser. Getting better with each class.  
GB (2) 1 Bursville Summer Zizana With Zalute. 2 Desalazara Valencia.  
PGB (7,3) 1 Kricarno Krystal Konchita. Loved the action and head on this strong lady, she holds herself 
well in shape and balance on the move, she has the skull to muzzle ratio, power in the neck and rear 
end, height on leg and the easy stride to take her around the ring. 2 Capyrmount Mississippi. 2 year 
old and developing well, she's good in overall outline and shape, lovely head with the strength and 
breadth, good dark eye gentle slope joining a strong muzzle, she has the neck, chest, front and rear 



angles and strong quarters, could go a little faster to improve the action. 3 Mizeka Sheer Elegance. Res 
Pyrbern Blonde Apache.  
LB (8) 1 Granchester Sapphire. Powerful girl of good shape and size, has the type in head with the 
ratios and the blunt wedge, built well in body chest and rib with the neck and top line, she is strong in 
rear quarters with medium angles and moved over the ground with style to win the class. 2 Shanlimore 
Pheobe At Bursville. Strong and sturdy this lady has a good balanced headpiece with a broad skull and 
strong jaw, built well in front with the chest depth, top line and body, she has a solid rear end and I 
liked her on the move, needing just a little more umph to push closer to 1 in the decision. 3 Mizeka A 
Hint Of Gold JW. Res Mizeka A Touch Of Class With Kalkasi JW. VHC Pyrbern Blonde Apache.  
OB (6) 1 Kalkasi High Expectations JW. Quality bitch of excellent type, she has the skull breadth, eye 
and ear, Good neck, front and leg length, deep chest well ribbed and strong top line, she has the bone, 
well built rear quarters and flow over loin, she move freely with a strong rear action to take the class, 
pushing hard in the challenge taking the Res CC today. 2 Gillandant Sizzling Spice JW. Good proportions 
greet you on this girl, she pleases in head with good muzzle strength, attracts in eye and a set ear, 
strong in front, shoulders and rear quarters, not quite the top line standing but balances on the move, 
which is a great feature, that ease of stride, reach and drive from the power in the rear taking her over 
the ground to go close here. 3 Ch. Gillandant Leyla Via Shanlimore JW. Res Kricarno Kornish Krystal. 
VHC Ch. Kalkasi Destiny's Spirit At Mizeka ShCM.  
Brace (4,2) 1 Burwell, Two closely matched pairs here attractive in head and balanced, good overall in 
profile moving well together. 2 McDowell and Asher. Close up with a well matched pair, good typical 
heads, having the bodies shape and action. 
Jeff Luscott 


